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4. A photo of ones self
1. A virtual representation of an individual, online and is commonly
6. bird
used for profile pics. This word also means incarnation in Sanskrit
11. Created in February 2007, this is one of the biggest forms of social 2. Blue and white, allows you to video call friends
media in todays society
3. Known as the virtual scrapbook, this is used to create specific
13. Found in Instagram, Twitter and Facebook, this symbol is used to boards filled with DIY's and photos
categories different posts.
5. 3.2 billion people use this globally. Without it, social media
14. an image, video, piece of text, etc that is copied and spread
wouldn't be around toaday
rapidly by Internet users for amusement
7. When bought by Facebook in 2010, this network only have 13
15. Originally used for a short description of a user, however now
employees, however now is used globally
holds many other purposes such as holding quotes.
8. One of the most popular dating sights globally, this network
16. Reconised by its yellow ghost, this network allows users to share recently lost many users due to its new age limit policy (18+)
photos to friends and family. But watch out! they only last for 10
9. A form of blogging; were people upload videos to youtube
seconds
10. 7 seconds is all you have!
18. Small images used to describe different situations. It is the
12. Created in 2004, this social network has over 1 billion users. This
internets way of showing emotion
website is blocked in china however that doesn't stop people using it
19. Alters a photo
there
20. a musical track comprising different songs
17. Done by pretty much many social media user, it is when an
individual looks scroll through another individuals account for
extended periods of time

